To Book Jason Safford
Contact: 800.852.5185 or Email: info@jasonsafford.com

Discover: How To Advance Your
Dreams & Vision For Your
Company or Organization Without
Suffering Through wasteful
Spending & Inefficiency
Do you have leaders in your organization that want to make a positive
impact on the world? Do they want to use your company as the vehicle to
do that? Great. That’s half the battle. It starts at the top.
But how connected are your leaders (executives and owners) to their teams?
Do they communicate this vision? Do they know how to sow the seeds that
will lead to a positive 'green-mind shift' throughout the organization?
Are your leaders including big-picture thinking in the incentives they
provide and the milestones they measure?
If not, they need to “Develop A Green Mind” with Jason Safford. As a
recognized thought leader and national speaker on the subjects of Executive Leadership,
Innovation, and Environmental Development and Design, his life’s work is focused on helping
organizations like yours cultivate an effective culture of REAL results.
Your teams will walk away from their time with Jason empowered to have more ownership
over their impact. And as a result, your company will leave a lasting footprint on your community
and the world at large.
Perhaps most importantly, he will help your leaders (and in turn staff) self-actualize their goals
and objectives in work and life, surpassing their expectations and impacting the whole world far
beyond with a more sustainable result.

FEATURED KEYNOTE OR
FULL DAY WORKSHOP, OR SEMINAR

Developing Your Green Mind

to be Effective, Engaging & Create Profitable Work Cultures
Align your big picture visions with your teams’ missions for greater impact and greater results. This is
a workshop or seminar that will leave your people empowered with the tools to actualize change.
They will reach their personal and professional goals and those of your organization with real,
positive global and community impact. Plus, you’ll all discover:
How to tap into the hidden spark all employees have
to create a dynamic and profitable work environment.
Tools and strategies for better communication, so you can
consistently align your missions and address challenges proactively.
Tactics for better focus and time management, so you’ll operate
more efficiently to achieve the results you want.
More effective team processes to create better work/ life
satisfaction and a positive ripple effect on those around you.
To Book Jason Safford to Empower Your Leaders To Make A Bigger Impact On The World,
While Achieving Their Personal Goals ... Contact: 800.852.5185 or Email: info@jasonsafford.com

